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Fail Toomey Exam,
iFirst Mass Test Here

Farrell Talks in Library 1120
On

Stud~,o..~~~r

Work

Last Friday night, November high among the bound periodi-

Nothing this year, ex.cept
possibly the Cuban Crisis, has
promoted as much discussion
and strong feeling among
members of the Freshman
Class as the Mid-Term examination in "Backgrounds of Western Traditions."
Over 150
students took the examination, the first major test under the 6-Point Program and
the largest in the history of

9, the Literature Club treated cals and fiction like so many

us to a talk by Mr. James T.
FalTell.
The library was the rather
unusual setting for it, and the
atmosphere of warmth and cordiality that myriads of volumes
of fact, opinion and wisdom
lent the occasion was pleasant
indeed. Someone once said that
nothing can disturb -the silence
of a library, but Mr. Farrell's
coming allowed us to do so.
Gone were the familiar studying tables, and in their place
were folding chairs which had
been in every imaginable spot
including the stacks and the
gallery.
The room filled early, so
that when Mr. Farrell arrived
some of our friends were looking down upon the lectern from

Shapley Tells

muses.
Farrell is a short man with
a serious face. He spoke gently
and somewhat nervously in a
1h igh voice.
He began his talk by discussing "Studs Lanigan," the trilogy that js his chef d'oeuvre.
It is the widely known story
of the life and early death of
an Irish youth in the streets
of one of the less favored sections of Chicago. The book is
one of the principal works in
the movement of American
social realism which was begun
'by Theodore Dreiser's "Sister
Carrie" at the turn of the century. The writing of "Studs
Lanigan" occupied the years
1932-35 and is concerned with
the preceding period.
The subject of American
youth coming from minority
backgrounds who live in underprivileged surroundings has
become a familiar one" in our
literature, but the field was
virtually unexplored when the
Lonigan trilogy was written.
Mr. Farrell took pains to distinguish his book both from
succeeding books in the genre
as well as from the impression
of his work given by literary
critics.
(Continued on Page 8)

~of

Stars and Men

the coHege. Of these, 30 stu·
dents passed; only 10 received
grades a1b ove D. There was
one A.
According
to
Mr.
John
Toomey, creator of the "nemesis" and tea-cher of the
course, it was "a hi,gh school
test." He, and many of the
students who took it, contend
that the test was so easy that
everyone should have gotten

.

I

Annontlole Root/
To Have Lights
By

an A. Other students disagree,
asserting that they spent a
good deal of time studying
and that the test was unfair.
Some feel that not enough
time was given to answer all
the questions.
.
In a recent interview with
the Observer, Mr. Toomey indicated that the reason for the
high proportion of failures was
the fad that the students were
caught with their pants down .
"In my tenure at Bard, I have
found that some students feel
that talk is automatically syn.
onymous with wisdom and that
precision, which is the very
basis of scholarship, is 'unBardian'." Mr. Toomey stated
that the test, like the course,
required factual knowledge as
a basis for interpretation.
"Our students all have the
cream," he said. "They have
the most stimulating and won·
derful hypotheses, but when
they are asked to ex;plain these
hy:potheses in detail, we find
that they are somewhat lacking in regard to Aristotle's
Organon, namely lo.gic and
factual information." The purpose of the course, according
to Mr. Toomey, is not to flunk
students. Students should not
feel, moreover, that the sixpoint program is "out to get
them."
On his aims in the course,
Mr. Toomey stated, "It is my
hope that students will gain a
respect for facts and then will
utilize those facts on particu(Continued on l'age 6)

The Mime

1

Pat Johnson

Lights will soon ·be installed
along the Annandale road, the
Observer
learned
recently.
The Central Hudson Gas &
Electric Corp. has been requested to provide the lighting, and all other obstacles
have been surmounted.
Since May o£ last year, the
Business Office has been considering the installation of
l1ghts, and has more recently
begun negotiations to have the
job done. Going through the
necessary channels of authority has taken the most time.
The road is maintained by
(Continued on Page 5)

I

Last Wednesday Dr. Harlow
Shapley evolved man from
inter-galactic dust in a pqpu·
Jar yet brilliant lecture. Dr.
Shapley appeared as the John
Bard Lecturer for the Division
of Natural Scien<:es.
He spoke with the aid of
slides, the first of which was
an early photograph of Albert
Einstein. "This is St. Albert,"
said Dr. Shapley.
The noted astronomer began
By Robert J. Koblitz
me an oppotunity to visit
the main body of his delivery
Some fifty years ago Thor- •many college campuses, talk
with slides of the planets. "Up
t
d
t
d
d 'd 1
stein Veblen des,c ribed the 0 e uca ors, an rea Wl e y
to four or five years ago," 'h e
in t~e field of edu:ation .. More
said, "I would have said, we American college as an "es- particularly, I believe 1t has
U
have no idea whether or not tablishment to afford (well-to- given a peculiar vantage point,
there is life on Venus. But do) young men a precinct ded- from the per~pective of ~ pri- i\
since then we have penetrated icated to cultured leisure, and vate foundatwn, and With a 11 V 4
1-LtU
.
the clouds around it with spec- conventionally sheltered from major concern for national
troscopes, and we have found the importunities of the mun- patterns and the role of the
This evening, at 7:00 P.M. of The Philosophy of Marsilio
the temperature of the sur- icipal police, where an ade- Federal government, that per- in Albee Social, Paul Oskar Ficino, Studies in Renaissance
face to be approaching 600'' quate but guarded indulgence mits some observations about Kristeller, Professor of Phil- Thought and Letters, and Latin
F.
may be had for those extra- the future course of American osophy at Columbia Univer- Manuscript Books Before 1600.
"We san cay with a good vangances of adolescence that higher education more than sity, will speak on the "Neo- He was the editor of the first
deal 0 ~ certainty th~t no life count for so much in shaping normally free from the preju- Platonic Academy in Flor- volume (1960) of the "Catacan exrst on Venu~.
the canons of genteel inter- dices of local identifications. ence." Mr. Kristeller is rec- logus Translationus et Com_Next came a Vlew 01 tl~e course."
The description is
A brief look at the evolu- ognized
among Renaissance mentariorum," and co·editor
~hlky Way .. ''The_re a~·e a Iml-,Jess true today when more tion of higher education in scholars as the world's fore- with Ernst Cassirer and John
hon stars .111 this slide,'' Dr. than 40 % of high school grad- America. Up to the nineteenth most authority on the "Acad- Hermann Randall of The RenS. hapley pomted o~t.. "About! uates go on to "higher educa- , century,. formal education was I en~y," and P. articu.larly on t.he . aissance·. Philosophy of Ma11.
ZOO,OOO ?f them are 011 ~he 1 tion."
It will be less true for the well-to-do, for city! philosophy of
1ts
Jeadmg , Mr.
Kristeller
is
being
bel_u~d
,t,he screen, Which 1 tomorrow.
.
, dwellers. and pr~dominantly ! spokesm~n, Ma~·silio Ficino. . ! brought to Bard by Forum,
15
too . sma.l~. . . .·
. " ___ , o ( • The two_ .Ye~n; wh1ch I have 1 for .those destined f01: the pro- . B. orn m Berli_n, German~ m the club of the Social Studie!'
He obseiVect. that ycaJ s a,o JUst spent w1th the Carnegie I fesswns, and es.pectally the 1~05, :t"1r. K1:1s~eller brmgs 1 Division.
h~ used to. thmk. ~~rs ;vas .~ Foundation for . the Advance-~ ministry. Colleges corresponded , w~th h1m a d1st~ngushed rec-!
------dirty, du~t~ • messy ,alaxy (bet ( , ment of Teachmg, on leave to contemporary preparatory ! ord of scholarship from both
(Con. tmued on Page 7)
. from Bard College.• have given . schools, were sponsored by re. here_ and abroad. In 1928, he Goodrow To Per_form
li!!ious sects, and taw:;ht virtu- rece1ved the Doctorate of .
•
,
• ~
<ally nothing in science, mod- 1Philosophy from the Univer· \ On Monday, Novem.ber 26,
S
e~·n langua~e or so.cial analy·l sity of Heidel_b erif•. and _in 1937, j the Bard C?llege Soc1~ty for
; s1s. The ns~ of umversal pri- l the D~t~ore . m E 1loso~1a from 1 ~h~ Performmg ~rts w11l spon' mary educa.twn,_ necessary to I the Umvers1ty of P1sa.. I-Ie so~ another ev~nmg of ent~r' a?sorb the Immigrant ~nd ser- j .~~s been. a Fellow 01 the tall~ment Lenme Rosen, coVICe th e shops and offrces, be- 1 • Notgememschaft der deuts-1 chairman of the club. anA reading of ProL Theodore wounded soldier himsell will gan to create a potential i chen Wissenschaft,'' the lVIedi- . nounced recently that Gary
Weiss's
recently
published I be played by Robert Rockman; market for a new· higher edu- 1 eval Academy of America and Goodrow,. a talented young ac~
would
appear
Gunsight \Vill be the feature the ~ Mother will . be read by c-ation. The IVIorill Act in 18621 President of the Italian R.en- ! tor-comed1an,
in. a 'P~ogram entitled "A
of Schuyler House ' . On~> 11 , S~ndy Rosenthal. Robert K~lly gave Federal impetus to public aissance Society of America.
s . .Y'-' wrll be the German Soldier, state universities which de·
In addition, he has taught i Night With Edmund Kean."
House next Thursday, Novem-1 Mrs. Margaret Shafer will be parted from scholasticism . In under the Fulbright Program The per~ormance will begin at
her 15. at 8 p.m.
l Laura, the wounded man's lov- the Eastern universities, the at the University and Scuola i 8 p.m. Ill Sottery Hall.
':.'VIr. Weiss 's long poem is not er, and Bill Tinker will be ferment of German learning Normale Superiore in Pisa i
;Mr. Goodrow is presently
written strictly in dramatic Frank, his companiou.
began to transform a stirle (1952) . . In. 1958, he was award- i star,ring in The Premise, an
form, hut lends itself well to . It. is hoped that many :.tu- provincialism
ami
produced ed the "Serena Medal for ; off-Broadway play.
He also
;1 reading by .several perform~ ~lent:; . will he presen.l for this duced seholar~ like.· Thorstein Italian .Studies" by the Brit- ! had a lead part in both the·
t.•rs. William Driver will read Important occasion.
rtefrc!s·h- Veblen :
ish Academy,
I stage and the screen version
the part of the Narrator. ThE' . ments will he SC'rved .
(Continued nn Page 7!
:vrr. Kl'istelleJ· 1s the author i of The Connection.
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Dance Rev-iew

·· t•lOllS
Stu dent - Run M0 d era

by William Tinker

NOVEMBER 12, 1962

A

A dance program. This one
In the youth of his speeies man's great
was darkness.
disappointing. Miss Apsey's Death and night were brothers, when he was fear
separated visually
first two pieces, no matter how he was lonely. He now takes light for granted,
he brings light
We need to take a long look at the tradition al forms impressive they were last
year, with him into the darkened room, he brings light with him
nf tne Bard education.- The college will soon be eight and they were,
especially into the darkened
Man has conquered his fear of dark.
"L'Eleve" a sensitive and ness by triumphingnight.
over it. Now ·he has a new fear.
times as Q.ig as it was when the moderatiOn, the major beautifull
y constructed dance~
"The
silence
of this infiinite spa~e frightens
conference, and the senior project were introduce d.
suffered from being repeated. Pascal. Man finds loneliness now in silence . . And me," wrote
consequently
Can we simply use the old instrume nts multiplie d
The humor in "No Nato" was he has developed a taste for sound, or rather, a lack
oo taste.
eightfold? In the case of the moderati on, the most seri- .gone. Its effect lay
in
llusly endanger ed of Bard's formal academic procedur es, ness. Miss Apsey is its fresh- "Better a bad noise than a good silence." But whereas lack
the answer is decidedly in the negative. Eight times as ous "actor" within a marvel- of HgM made one wary, cautious, afraid because alone; lack
the field of of sound makes one introspective, attentive to his thoughts,
many students will be moderati ng, but only about twice as dance, but now there
appeared and in the ctbsence oo thoughts, afraid because he is alone.
many professor s are moderati ng them.
to be a fati_gue
EPC wondered if the noise problem on campus was due
It is a simple question of time. The moderatio n fails continuity to her and lack of
performance. to a degenerating academic sensibility at Bard. Socrates was
without sufficient reflection and discourse on the part of stu· This was not
:Ients and teachers. The prOfessor entering his seventh 'R'Iodera- "L'Eleve". Here so true of wont to stand .silent in a doorway contemplating his t·houghts.
thera was a Bard students rev motorcycles, blast hi-fis, and shout. While
tion of the day is seldom capable of giving the considera tion real quality of
expression which this may indi·cate that they are not of Socrate$' temperam
that is so nec.essary.
ent,
brought th~ l.yric tenderness i it als~ shows that :they prevent ot.her~ from att~ining
silence.
b
.
th
t
across
to
this
viewer.
But
there
·
that silence wherem poets hear mghtmgales, philosophers hear
Furt h·e rmore, wh en c1asses · ecome so 1
. arge
a must be other work that has the music of t·he spheres,
and students study. EPC sent the
teachers don't know the students by name until th~. sem- l ,been done in the
department. problem to the student government, Community Council.
ester is almost over, how can there be any meanmg ful ' w·hy this repetWon
? What
Community Coun~il considered the appearance of the
evaluatio n? For the moderati on must never degenera te· about Miss Kennedy'
s
choreogcommunit
y. It discussed means of lessening noise, rules and
into a routine that must be gotten out of the way before raphy?
mufr.t:Iers. A ·J?lea for individual integrity was put forth. Comhe name junior rings up on the adding machine. We . The last two selections
in mumty Council sent the prO'blem to House Presidents Commit·
IVould do better to have entrance exams into the upper the f.irst part seemed
weak
in
I
h
..
•.
..
.
, ·
f
. . .
h
. .
comparison with Margery's I tee. HPC spoke of noiSe
, the md1v1dual wtthm
:ol ege t an waste e.veiy<?n~ s time or t at.
the
.
earlier composit:ons. "Figure- society, and the fact that v10lahons
to
impinge
upon
another's
reflective
The lead story m this Issue of the Observer pomts to- head" did utilize a very
dra·
mood
is
comparab
le
to
trespassin
g on his property or person.
ward another danger that confron~s the moderati on. If .a matic visual presentat
ion and HPC asked that I send this letter to you.
teacher looks at 100 students askmg to moderate , and 1f certainly this cho"eogra
This is w1iere the problem is and the only place in which
he thinks that only ten of them are at all capable of still capable of unique nher is
doing upper-co llege work, what is he to do? If he and his and original productio concepts it can be resolved, with us, members of the community. It
n.
is a matter of inte~rity and respect for one another. When
~olleagues reject all 90, they run the risk of getting 90
The
here was we break . the stl.ence around ourselves~ we ~re a~t
~vorse students next year. We do have some trouble on striking, costuming
and its use certainly to be breakmg ~he ~llence ~roun~ others, or m~errup~mg the~r
· ·
f h
· k
added to the total dramatic harmony, or divertmg
their tram of thought,
t h e a d missions end o t e stic : .
their
.
sustenance.
mi~ht add that ! sle7P, or harming t~eir studies. The faculty has endmg
voiced comDo we want the n:oderatw n? Certamly . It is an there was a Ipeculiar
rep tition: plamts of classes bemg disrupted and interrupted, and students
extremel y ;aluable expcnenc e for the student. T~e EPC of distinct movemen
statemen t m the October 8 Observer summed up Its func- cing a continuity of t'l produ-1 have moved off campus and even left school because of noise.
mood that
I have bought a ~uffler for my motrocycle; it is only a
tion and its value: "Self-eva luation is a cornersto ne of became almost haunting
in its· small gesture, but Will have a benevolent effect for many
integrity . The necessity for external criticism is, of course, und·~rstatement. The
basic to all respons. ible freedom. " The moderati on is the of this section must last dance people: . Take your speaker. a'Yay from the wind-ow, modulate
be dealt [your voice, walk softly, for It Is not your personal silence that
·
result of two years of evaI uation
'th m
· d'ff
t
you shatter.
rat h er t h an twenty WI·
1 eren t erms.
.
minutes. As such, it is of great value in a small college.
When
one
is
working
with
I do not call for complete silence,. I do no~ want Pascal's
B
B d
·
'dl
h
d
t'
an
image
that is as familiar fear, and I have small hope for Socratic reflecbon. I ask for.
ut ~s ar contmue s to grow so raJ?l y, t e mo era Ion to an audience
as "The Bull- that older Greek ideal Moderation. I ask for an ordering of
procedur e becomes more and more blmd.
&· hte ,
t b
Chaos which if it does not produce a mastenniece will at least
· 'bl
We h ope t he ·mv•s•
. • a better
e stu d W never becomes a f eat ure o f J.'lg f r t, one mus
. wh1ch
. to .
. ~·~ and,
. h th e . very provide
pla·ce m
llve thmk
the Bard education , but already students are becoming more c~e u1 ~ app~oac
even study
:
Image
LANE
SARAsOHN
and more difficult for the bystander to identify. To enable With a viewpomt
·
th~t
ls
novel
Ch ·
..
enough to hold the mterest of
the mo deration to see more clearly, we endorse the add1hon
airman,
of th
.
t
t
t .
i!l student moderatio n board to screen students before
House Presidents Committee
they . e viewer, ye n~ so e~ raorrneet their faculty board.
dmary as to mystif!· While a~
. .
attempt was made m the overIJ- •L .L
For ma.ny reasons thiS lS
IlLal!llost the perfect answer. It done
D
ending at such
splnrn nl IHitntu
u ures Vll$ef
terllep
orter
would provide a much closer view of the student, and he viewpoint, th~ total a unique
dance
gave
would be able to get from his student board a mucli clearer the outward appearanc
e
of
an
By Dixon Powell
wnceptio n of what to expect in the faculty moderati on. outworn cliche.
Yesterday, at 4 P.M., this Teporter, alone and unaided,
made
one
of
the
biggest
splashes of the year in Aspinwall.
fhe student board's recomme ndations would add immeaOne saving grace was the
Unknown to many Bardians, there is ·housed in the depths
mraqly to the evaluatio n procedur e. The students on the visual use of the
stage
space.
of the building, a claw foM: bathtub with a curious and megboard would perhaps be motivate d by a more direct But the excitement
concern, since they would be confront ing students soon to ment was practicallof this ele- ible inscription on the faucet. '!'hough the exact origins and
y negated circumstances are unknown, it is generally th-ought that the
)e in their class.
by the docility of Miss Car- fixture was installed in the early days
of St. Stephen's when
.
.
.
liner's bull, whose movements Aspinwall was used as a do:m1itory.
A t t h IS pomt we must a dd wh at must seem ob VIous,
lacked
any
of
the
clarity
of
·
t
d
d
t'
th a t th. e s u ent mo era mg b oard wou ld b e f ar more
been taken out simply because it would take
strength need.ed, and by the "t It has hnever
.
wo men alf a day to complete the job." One person, when
severe t h an the faculty. Granted: with proper direction ingenious ferocity of
the mata- being asked about it, asked in tum,
"Who took the last bath
the student- run moderati on would do exactly what the dor.
in. the Aspinwall bathtub?" With that, something clicked in my
faculty would be doing now if they had the time. Someone
There seems to be a tenden- mmd. I had been drawn tothat ·bathroom since the
· day I
remarked at an EPC meeting that the . student goes into cy in modern
the faculty moderati on with dollar signs all over his spot- toward the obvious,dance here first saw it. Its porcelain floor, bay window, and ancient washthat which basins made it look like the back room of barbershop of the
less shirt front; his money is. paying their salaries. Plainly can easily be overstated
to the 1880's. On top of that, there were boards across the door septhe student board would possess no such inhibition s. All point of hitting one
over the arating it from Mr. Toomey's office. .
head with the symbol fo~ some
Ab~e to contTol myself no longer, I set
those who have only gone through the motions for their "great"
Sunday with
emotion
revelation. bathrobe, towel, soap and determination to testout
·the abilities of
first two years would face a reaJ challenge , since this The delicacy and or·
restraint with the tu~ to cleanse after all these years. Stripping to the waist
board would feel perfectly free to demand of any student, which Miss Apsey's
choreogra- for action, I began to scrub the tub. Though it hd undeniabfy
"What qualifica tion have you to do upper-co llege work?" phy has handled these
matters bee!l clea~ed within the year, it ~till did not gleatn like freshly
The plan would require infinite care to be at all sue- 1before made this compositi
on poltshed Ivory. After twenty mmutes of baekbreaking toil I
cessful. But we feel that the situation absolutel y demands and its ending disappoin
ting at deeided to throw in the sponge, and myself with ·it.
,•
such effort. The load of the faculty must be lessened, 'best.
Although it
the world's most pleasant experience
Both the original concept and I can forever holdwasup not
an d th e s t u d en t s arc th e on ly ones wh o can b ear part o f
my chin and say unto the world "I took
(Conti
d
p g S)
b th · h
ilie~~ 9 . Ifiliem~~~oofuili,iliffiilie~n~~~ect.
·
n~_o_n__a_e____a__a__I_n_t_e_
A_s_p_i_nw_~_l_b_d_h_~_b_._"_~--•------would be hopeless; without these two, the major confer,
ence is meaningl ess. Immedia te action is necessary to
save the very ,center of the Bard educatio n, the moderation. Student- run moderati ons are the best answer.
Mr. Paris Leary, Associate Professor of Literature has had his first novel accepted by THI!; BARD OBSERVER , the .,mclal publlcatiOD of
the Bard Collt>ge Commuuity , Ia IMoed eveQ' two
Doubleday. Originally titled "The Symbols at
wel'k& during the Foil and Spring Seme~~ten.
Your Door," it will be retitled, as the pubComm ent On Backgrounds Test
Editor: Charles Hollander
lishers feel the present title "not commercial
In his "Backgrounds" class
Another teacher is reported enough," and will appear within six to eight Associate Editor: Madeline Berger
last Thursday Mr. Toomey pre- I to have told President Ktir.e months.
Business Manager : Jack Kennedy
faced his ·lecture with a few that he will not allow any stu·
Mr. Leary described the book as "a comedy Special Advisory Assistan t: Wallace Loza
remarks concerning the relv· dent into his semina·rs from of manners about an upstate New York town." Circulati on 1\llanager: Laurie
Colwin
tion between facts and crea- now on unless the studer.t Contrary to popular rumor, the book is not Feature
Editor: Allan Zola Kronzek
tvity. He asserted that crea- passes an entrance exam. about Bard. A chapter of the novel appeared
Photogra phers: Allan Kronzek , Steve Dane
tivity is not "the free flight of
EPC hopes that other teacll- as a short story in the magazine Quixote unCopy Editor: Dick Cross
the imagination," but rather ers will gain hope and confi· der the title "Toujours L'audace."
the fruitful synthesis of facts. dence from these two of their
Mr. Leary has been published in the New Copy Board: Dave Johnson~
He maintained that a care- colleagues. Who ever said ed- Poets Series and has also had poetry and
Steve Chalmer s, Dixon Powell
ful reading of the assie;nments ucation was an easy process? criticism in The New Yorker and The Village Staff: Jim Banker, Pat Johnson, Ann
would have enabled students to
Voice. He will give a reading of his poetry
Schneide r, Dorothy DeSteno , David
pass his exam..
-Fred Feldman tomorrow night at 8:30 in Albee Social.
Jacobow itz
·

A • ···-"

1 Leary s Novel Accepted

L

Obs erve r

EPC

Seek s Note d Pian ist to
in. Re.cita. I
Greek ' Lati n Play
,Gladys Stem wtll gtve a
piano recital at the college on
Novembe r 18th. The
Sunday,
ere
y
Stud H
pro·g ram, sponsored by the
EPC's efforts to get a Winter College in languages this
January fell short of exciting
enough interest among students. The questionn aires sent
out in the mailboxes filled in
by only 44 students; of these,
only 30 re,p lies indicated definite affirmativ es with regard to
the proposed program this
January. This response was
far below the minimum required to run a Winter College.
EPC had hoped that a Win·
ter College program in Greek
and Latin would be the first
step in institutin g the two
courses into the regular Bard
curriculum . Since there will
be no Winter College, new efforts must be generated to
bring the classics to Bard.
Remy Hall pointed out at the
EPC meeting last Tuesday that
a great number of literature
graduate schools require Latin
of entering students.
After discussing the matter,
EPC voted to do everythin g it
could to get Greek and Latin
onto the curriculum . The main
problem is the perennial one
of producing enough student
inteerst. The tentative aim is
for classics courses next fall,
and EPC hopes to get enough
people hot on the subject before then.
EPC also discussed the new
policy of issuing grade on
H
mid-term criteria sheets.
the grades supersede the subjective comments of the in
structor, it was felt, the idea
is a damaging one.
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The Art of Mim e

Story About Survival" was an
By Ann R. Schneider
especially .poignant number.
On Monday evening, No- We watched, laughing nervousve~ber 5, those of us present ly, as Shepard portrayed the
at Sottery Hall were treated people living under the Giant's
to a demonstr ation of the sup- shadow who took the advice of
Music Club, will consist of pie grace of the mime. Lionel their medium, Clara, and asthree ·piano sonatas by Mozart, Shepard, accompan ied by the sumed a contorted position to
We
Beethove n and Schubert. The forceful voice and guitar of protec t themselve s.
laughing,
spontanthe
longer
no
and
Gavin
watched,
Jimmy
8:30
at
begin
will
nce
performa
p.m. in Bard Hall. The public ' eous music of two other musi- as the Giant came over the
cians from his repertory group, mountain and ·cruS'hed the peois invited.
ed dance, progressiv e ple even while they were in
synthesiz
rerecently
Gladys Stein
the art of imitation. their pseudo-hi tualistic posiand
turned from a tour of the jazz,
The program was diverse tion. A similar theme was
West Indies, sponsored by the
In enough to include a few de- also present is his "Genesis. "
U.S. State Departme nt.
The audience reaction was,
1960 she was a-cclaimed at a lightful minutes of uninhibit ed
of for the first time since then,
reflective
(fairly
recital in Carnegie Hall. Gladys jazz
Stein was also chosen by Leon- Mingus' work), a few minutes as enthusias tic as the reaction
ard Bernstein to appear as so- , of very inhibited folk music, to the three plays presented
This reporter
loist at Tanglewo od in the and a question-and-answer pe- last month.
riod. Shepard did, however, would like to thank the PerGershwin Piano Concerto.
for arMiss Stein is a graduate of re-assert his eloquentl y silent forming Arts Clu:b
visit,
Shepard's
Mr.
ranging
glided
he
time
the Juilliard School of Music. role each
and Mr. Shepard and company
Among her teachers have been around the small stage.
The pu11pose of the evening's for a very pleasing •p erforClarence Adler, Victor Babin,
nce was admittedl y mance.
performa
and Rosina Lhevinne . She has
also studied in Europe under one of entertainm ent, but
Next Friday marks the first
the Fulbright and Rockefell er there were few pantomim es
ry of the borders of
anniversa
sodsome
have
not
did
which
she
grants, and while there
ds in Aspinwal l
did extensive research on the ological or political signifi- the blackboar pink.
canee. "The Gant; A Bed-time · being painted
music of Franz Schubert.

Paul Gommi has been in
school one month. Someone
borrowed his car and wrecked
it. He was riding with someone else and after an accident received 7 stitches. Next
time you see Paul Gommi tell
him you think he's a nke guy.
"Nature hides itself.''
-Heraclit u:;.

Bard Radio to Resume Operation
The Bard radio station is
ready to go on the air. Assuming the name of WXBC, the
title of the old station, a steadily grown number of students
have planned a considera ble
The
schedule of programs .
station merely awaits the solution of a few technical problems before it begins to produce sounds.
The studios will settle themselves in an abandone d storeroom in the basement of the
gym. Acting Program Director Larry Yurdin said in a recent interview with the Observer that WXBC will broadcast
a highly dive:sifie d and wellbalanced program schedule.
When asked what the programming would consist of,
Mr. Yurdin said that the station would be especially e3ger
for local endeavors in programs involving the arts, sciences, and political groups.
Musicians, actors, and speakers from the faculty and stu-

dent body would be welcomed,
original works would be per
formed, and political discussions would also be aired.
Mr. Yurdin added tha~ he
thought that there were a
great number of programs
which education al stations like
WXBC could have for the asking, or for a nominal fee,
from such institution s as the
BBC, the Canadian Broadcasting Company, the Boston Symphony Orchestra , and such in·
fluential stations as KPF A of
Berkeley, California. He stated
that the Bard station would
this time endeavor to be on
the air for a large number of
hours in the favored listening
times. He said that prerecord ing would make this possible.
They would try to keep the
number of records played on
the station's time to a minimum.

Shafe r Wins in
Tennis Tourn ey
On Thursday , October 25,
Mike Shafer defeated Jim
Banker in the finals of the
Bard College Tennis Tournament, 6-1, 6-3. Mike, a new
student, seems to be a likely
prospect for the number one
position on the tennis team
next spring.
In the first round Shafer
beat Saul Rosenfiel d and
Banker outplayed Peter KenMike DeWitt lost to
ner.
Banker in the quarter-fi nals;
in the same round George
Lynes fought hard but went
down in defeat to Shafer m
three sets. Semi-fina lists Gary
Garbis . and George TMmpson
lost their matches to the finals·bound adversarie s.

He said the radio station
has excited a huge resrponse;
very many students have offered their services. Most of
the students have widely differing ideas about what WXBC
should do. The programm ing
1s still in a state of flux, and
students who have ideas of
programs they would like t•J
put on can still sign up or
see Larry, Lane Sarasohn,
Jack Kennedy, or Jeffrey
Genza.
The technical end· of the
station, in contrast, seems to
be grouping in clouds of uncertainty. The equipmen t is
in doubtful state of readiness ,
and nobody is sure when
WXBC will have the facilities
for transmiss ion. But a large
number of stu d en t s are
highly excited and enthusias tic, and maybe something will
happen before long.

POS T Bros
Auto Parts
So. Catskill, N. Y.

Rt. 9W

•
USED PARTS FOR ALL
OOMESTIC & FOREIGN
CARS & TRUCKS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

··The Friendl:y Drug ·
Store"

RED HOOK
DRUG STORE
RED HOOK, N. Y.
PLateau 8·5591

Free Delivery

Prescription Specialists

Complete
Cosmetic Line
Fanny Farmer Candy

Da nce R ·e vie w

a personal competen ce but I I is presumab ly what the fable
(Continue d from Page 2~
feel that the vehicle's interpre- was about. This viewer waited
of epiphany but
its transform ation into dra- tation and his costuming were for some sort
a series of disonly
received
him.
against
oth
b
'
so
be
matic elements need not
Dear Warren:
and discloevents
.
connected
have
must
(who
Miss Apsey
In fact
Warren, you haven't been here too long, and I'm sure that broad as to stagger.
f~ll short ?f
which
.
sur~s,
point)
this
by
exhausted
been
apmore
be
usually
can
they
as much as you know of Bard you already want to do right by
they are of a showed her technical ability in ach1evmg .a des1~ed dramatic
it. You're not selfish, you're not a spy, but Warren, you're a preciated when
and are han- the limited role of Argus. I and narrative ent1ty.
nature
limited
symbol.
Again, the performan ces were
and concise could make out little under the
Nobody likes to see people subjugate d, or freedom violated, dled with direct elements of clouds of net and the science- all competen t, Miss Kennedy' s
into
or art desecrate d. Do you think you can do something about transform ation seen both th1s fiction-m onster head which was laudable. But the four primary
it? Do you think you did something about it? You didn't. I dance. Having
in the past, all out of proportio n to the figures could not save the
gave you something you could do something about, Warren, tendency in othersavoidance of human physical propertie s of composition from a heltereven though it was very ins1gnificant. I told you I didn't like and Margery's
skelter of directionl ess nymphs,
formulas, I won- · the dance.
the dogs in Dining Commons. I told you I ·h ad nothing against these blatant
grandiose but empty gestures,
lo"
and
"Jove
for
set
The
what
and
change
the
about
der
the dogs, I just didn't think it was healthful or pleasant to
implications, and a general
and
the
to
but
g,
interestin
was
are.
have them in the dining room. That was my opinion; I don't !her influence s
of choreogra phic conlack
that
feel
The consistenc y of expres- point of distractio n. r
deny you the right to your opinion.
The concert certainly
tinuity.
the
of
e
perspectiv
forced
the
of
ability
You said you wanted Coundl to be a forum where opinions sion and physical
muci1 one can be
how
showed
have
could
(?)
net
or
s portrayal of maze
can confront each other. It's been three weeks now, Warren, Ellen Kennedy'
driven to do--but to what end?
utilly
successfu
more
been
the
of
half
second
the
in
Io
or
and I still don't know what your opinion is, or Charlie's,
of the most lized. Certainly the entrances
anyone else's. First you made me think you agreed wit·h me- concert was one
L
T B O
es of tne of Juno and Argus were dra- . G
occurrenc
rewarding
Then
out.
dogs
the
that was when you told AI Boxer to get
ym 0 e pen onger
later
but
original,
and
matic
satthan
less
a
Given
evening.
when
was
you made me think you disagreed with me-that
The recreation al facilities of
of the role, they seemed to be a "thing"
nothing happened . Then, when you wouldn't let Charlie talk, isfactory portrayal alive con- in the way. Only the forward the gymnasiu m will now be
she made it come
you just confused me.
and shad- plane was utilized from then available until midnight on
My interest in the dogs is transient; my interest in honesty stantly with nuances
same on, with the exception of the Thursday through Sunday EveThe
n.
expressio
of
ings
place.
honest
more
a
Bard
make
to
lot
a
do
is not. You can
rz, frivolous "corps de ballet" who
Loewenhe
Miss
for
true
is
It
forum?
open
an
·
You're Chairman of Council. Is Council
clustered meaningle ssly behind nings. The gym will also reobviquite
was
ability
whose
you
do
it is, why don't you let people talk? If it is, why
main open late earlier in the
it.
not
did
role
her
interrupt people and insult people and delay the business at ous, t~hough
piece of choreog. week on those occasions when
entire
This
or
duration
the
either
demand
Council
a
Council,
of
kind
new
hand? You are a symbol of a
raphy lacked a continuity which Miss Helman is no occupying
n.
that says, "We are an open forum, in which ideas confront breadth of expressio
could have given power to her room there. This action to
visually
suffered
Porras
Mr.
each other," but a Council in which no real confronta tion can
what seemed an importan t ser- extend the 10:00 P.M. closing
enwere not
take place. Maybe it's not your fault, but this year's Couneil from faults which
ies of scenes. Jumping from time follows a Communi ty
exnever
had
I
own.
his
tirely
the
pass
You
is bad. You do a lot of talking but no acting.
the comic to the overly melo- Council motion regarding a
winged
a
as
Jove
see
to
buck. Even if it isn't your fault, since you're the chairman , pected
there was little to tie petition circulated by Dick
dramatic,
overly
d dandy,
since you stand for it, you're the symbol of it. I only mean to and sideburne
the sequence of events togeth- Cross and signed by 72 stuharshof
point
the
to
up
made
do right by Bard, too.
which dents.
-FRED FELDMAN 1 ness. He fulfilled his role with er into a narrative whole,

Open Letter to Mr. Str11uss
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CriSIS in Southern Rhodesia
(Editor's note: The Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia)
Students Union prepared the
following statement in res·ponse to the steadily worsening crisis in its native
country, from which it has
heen banished by administrative edict. The Observer received the statement from
the Coordinating Secretariat
of the International Student
Conference, Post Box 36,
Leyden, Netherlands.)

The present crisis in Southern Rhodesia has been sparked
off mainly by the constitutional issue. Therefore to enable
our readers to appreciate the
nature of the evil forces
ranged against the African peoiple of Zimbabwe (Southern
Rhodesia), a brief historical
summary of Constitutional de-

veo}pments is necessary. We
feel that history must run its
full course in Southern Rhodesia today as it has done i.n
many other parts of the world.
The .point of no return has
been reached; a peaceful settlement of the settler minority
versus the British Government
intervenes at once.
The present population of
Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia)
is 225,000 settlers mainly of
British descent, 3,500,000 Mricans, and a few odd thousands
of other races.
In 1923, as an alternative
to joining South Mrica, the
settler minority was given responsible Government based on
a constitution that made no
provision whatever for Mrican
representation but reserved to
the British Government power
to
disallow
any
legisla-

tion by the Rhodesian Government that might discriminate
against the Mricans. The result was an all-white parliament - a situation that has
continued up to date.
Apartheid Entrenched
By constantly ra1smg the
financial and edu(:ational franchise qualifications, the allwhite prliament made certain
that only a tiny proportion of
Africans got onto the voters
roll. By .passing the Land
Apportionment Act in 193335, the whites set up a rigid
system of racial segregation
wbch resulted in the shameful economic exploitation of
the African people and a denial to them of facilities for
education.
The present sense of disillusion as to the good faith of
the British Goyernment as re-

Pieces of Charred Satire Salvaged
Manus Pinkwater and I made a special
journey to the dump behind the gymnasium
to save a few charred pages of the minutes
taken during th~ satire committee meetings
of which I was the nominal head.
That which we were able to salvage may
assist in cl~aring up some. of the confusion as
to where the responsibility for the satire
night lies.
I think it is commendable that the secretary was present and writing 24 hours a day
over period of two weeks, and therefore
everything was taken down, her only recompense being an occasional nip of Paddy's.
Unfortunately, the bulk of her work was
burned in the Great. Staatsburg Fire. We had
planned, in a pinch, to substitute the minutes
of the meetings for the satire proper.
Below are the extant fragments pieced together by the skillful hands of Jacques Rabinowitz, notre chef de section.
-FORTUNE RYAN
-JACQUES RABINOWITZ
~ANUS PINKWATER
K. Well Manus, have you written the satil'e
yet?
M. What satire?
K. The satire scheduled for two weeks from
today. You mean no one told you about
it.
M. Nary a word.
.
K. Some one was supposed to ;have told you
three weeks ago.
·
M. Oh?
K. When can you have it ready?
M. What makes you think I'm going to have
it ready? What makes you think I WANT
'to have it ready? What makes you think I
·give a f. . . . damn about your sa·tire?
K. But surely (he weeps)
M. (Softened by his tears) I tell you what I'll
do, Kennedy. I haven't got time to write
your satire but I'll help your organize a
committee of writers headed by my bosom
pal and old compatriot Fortunato.
K. (Kissing Manus' hand) Oh, thank you thank
you thank you!!!
M. Now,Jack old fellah . . . no promises!
Fortune and I will process whatever material comes into our hands from the
committee. By the bye, it might precipitate things a bi-t if the entertainment
eommttee were to give the Writing Committee some liquid encouragement. per'arps
a bottle orf Paddy's.
K. (Kennedy breaks a leg running to get the
whisky)
exeunt all, hautboys and drums
Scene ii
F. Get out of here, Manus. I haven't got any
money!
M. Fortune, friend of my youth, it isn't your
gold I desire but only to basque in the
warmth of your friendship. (Kisses him
on his carbuncular forehead).
F. Get out! Get out! . . . . . Get Out! Get
out!
M. I have come to eJCplain to you, Fortune.
Y'Ou have been elected head of a committee to draft an important document .
F. Indeed .. .
M. Indeed .. .
F. What's in U for me?

M. Glory, fame, honour, and several sucks at
a bottle of Paddy's.
F. Indeed ...
M. Tndeedie-diddle. All you have. to .do, Fortune my chum, is organize some humorous
material submitted to you by a vast and
enthusiastic committee now waiting for
you in Albee Social. To get things· started, I myself have covered several · sheets
of foolcap with jokes, songs, and snappy
patter. Read them at your leisure, Fortune. I have to return to the ·forest to
0heck on my traps ..
exeunt Manus
F.
have never read such rot in all my life!
Scene iii
(The Committee Meeting)
(Utter chaos reigns)
F. (Shouting over incredible din) Is is understood then that you several members of
the committee, from every walk of life,
will have your contributions in my box
on Wednesday at the latest?
All: Yea, chief . . .
What say yet? . . .
.. Forsooth no!
count on me ...
maybe
.
(Exeunt Fortune, tearing his hair.)
Scene iv
K. Well Manus, have you written the satire
yet?
M. (His left hand caught in a bea·r trap) What
say ye?
K. (Weeps)
M. Oh yes, the satire. Fovtune's taking care
of everything.
Scene v
F. (Solus) Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow, creep in these pretty creeps from
day to day . . .
(Enter Kennedy)
K. Satire?
F. Nary a word!
Scene vi
K. Satire?
M. Forsooth, no!
Scene vii
K. Satire?
F. THERE IS NOT GOING TO BE ANY
SATIRE.
K. When will you have it ready?
F. THERE IS NOT GOING TO BE ANY
SATIRE.
K. But . . .
F. No one has written ANYTHING
K. But, October 26th! We wrote it down! We
wrote it down, Fortune!
F. That may be, but no one has written any
satire.
K. But we wrote it down. We wrote it down!
"SATIRE NIGHT" {Weeps)
F. I'm sorry, Jack. Looks like the committee
just didn't come through. I tried, Jack.
God knows, I tried. But they wouldn't
write anything.
K. (Pulling himself together) Well, I'm sure
you guys'll come up with something by
tomorrow night.
.
F. No, Jack, I don't think . . .
K. Naw, I got faith in you guys.
(Exeunt Kennedy)
F. I have never read such rot in all my life!
*** F I N I S ***

gards Mrican interests is eas- and Whitehead arrmged to
ily understandable when one have the Conference concludremembers that, vested witl ed in Southern Rhodesia unconstiutional powers of disal :ier the chairmanship of Whitelowance, the British Govern head himself. The result was
ment did nothing to preven! 1 constitution providing for a
the passing of the Land Ap parliament of 65 members, of
portionment Act - the mos1 whom only 15 would be electdis·criminating of aU measure' 3d with African participation,
and an act on all fours witt but in such a way that all 15
the infamous Group Areas Ac; ::!OUld be whites not necessariof South Mrica.
ly sympathetic to the Mrican
The African National
cause.
Congress
The Constitution also proIn 1956 the Mrican Youtl: vided for a Bill of Rights and
League was formed, led b: 1 Constitutional Council to reRobert Chikerema and Georg, view all legislation and to disNyandoro. In 1957 as a resul lllow any laws that might be
of union between the Youtl discrimintory or contrary to
League and the older but les: the Con~titution.
effective Congress led by Jo
The Weaknesses of the
shua Nkomo and others, th(
Constitution
African National Congress wa'
Among the major weakformed. Congress made it~ nesses of this 1961 Constiuavowed policy to fight agains tion, apart from the unequal
racial segregation and dis representation in the new
crimination, the two pernici Parliament, are the following:
ous systems which so humili
1. A further provision nulliated the African peQ>ple as t<: fies the effect of the Bill of
leave them with no political Rights and the Constitutional
economic, social or cultura: Council. It states that the
rights in the land of their Government by creating a
birth.
false emergency, as they did
Previously, the Federation of in 1959, can cause the GoverRhodesia and Nyasaland had nor to sign any bill which the
been imposed upon the un· Government chooses to desigconsulted and unwilling Afri nate as "emergency" before
cans. The falsehood of the the Constitutional Council can
"Partnership" idea was quickly review it.
2. 'l'he Constituton on comexposed as only a clever trick
to subject all the Mrical1s of ing into effect does not operate
Central Mrica to a South Af- retroactively to invalidate disrican situation by 1960. Hence, criminatory laws passed .before
with mounting · opposition· to it is ratified. Hence the reF e d e r a t i o n , constitutional cent series of harsh laws to
changes rather than the remo- anticipate · .the ratification of
val of segregation and discrim- this Constitution.
3. A •very narrow franchise
ination became more and more
the focus of Africn .political contrary to the principal of
universal adult suffrage has
demands.
·
been entrenched into the same
The Ban TactiC:
Early in 1959, alarmed at constitution.
the growth of the African Na- .
Rejection of the 1961
tiona! Congress, Southern RhoConstitution by Africans
desian Prime Minister Edgar
The Africans refused to be
Whitehead banned the Con- fooled by this constitution, regress and imprisoned over 200 membering that the Union
of its leaders, proclaiming at Constiution in South Mrica
the same time that the re· also had entrenched clauses
moval of their leaders would when went overboard. When
so dispirit the Mricans that the Malan Nationalist Governno
nationalist
organization ment came . into power. They
would rise again. To make have thus rejected it. To back
complete the destruction and up ;his .·claim of Mrican supfrustration of Mrican political port, Whitehead undertook to
aspirations the Whitehead Gov- enroll over 50,000 Mricans, a
ernment enacted a series of task he found to be far beyond
savage laws-in particul~r, the his ability when he toured the
Preventive
Detention ' Act, country early this year. Hence
which gave the Government the elections on the new Conpower to detain without trial stitution have been postponed
any Mri·can · politician. Under from . October this year to
the provisions of this Act Rob- March next year.
ert Chikerema and . George
'!'he Mricans became greatly
Nyandoro have now been de- disappointed that their detained for over four and a mand for another constitution
half years without having had been ignored by Britain.
been convicted.
The shooting by solders and
The formation of the Na- police continued, police provotiona! Democratic Party (to cation r~:Se to a high pitch
replace the Congress) in the when every, Mrican political
latter half of 1959 so terrified meeting was attended by the
Whitehead that he immediate- police who recorded everything
ly hatched a plot to remove that was said, and often the
from the 1923 Constitution the police provoked violence to
reserve powers lest the British get an excuse to shoot. The
Government should use them result was a violent spontanto intervene (as they have a eons reaction by Mricans in
right to,) in the Southern Rho- every part of Southern Rhodesian Mfairs at the request desia. Leaflets were distributof the Mrican politicians. The ed announcing the !.ormation
growth of poptilar support for of a Zimbabwe Liberation
the N.D.P. was ans\i,ered with Army.
police violence and intimidaIn less than a week two furtion which resulted in the ther harsh measures were
shooting of over 6 people in passed by the all-white Souththe middle of 1960.
ern Rhodesia Parliament.
Mter a hard struggle the
(a) The Unlawful OrganizaN.D.P. for·ced their way into tions Act and
the Constitutional Conference
(b) The Law and Order Mainat the beginning of 1961. By tenance Act. Then followed
a calculated trick Duncan San- the ban of ZAPU on the 20th
dys, then British Common- of September, 1962. The two
wealth Relations Secretary,
(Continued on next page)
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OLD BARD

on Crisis
JVe Hitlerite · laws have the
lowing effects:
1) No African who was
!e associated with a banned
;anization can in future take
~ part in · any other politiorganization.
2) No African political ortization shall be formed or
Jwed to exist if it advocates
~ poHcies · supported by a
med organzation.
shall deter3) Whtehead
le and dictate the policies
·prindples any African ortization shall hold.
4) The 1,000 Leaders arted on September 22-23 can
detained in prison or res!ted areas without trial for
r length of time up to 20
trs (restricton areas 1 to 3
les radius).
5) Fines of up to 1,000
mds are imposed on anyone
ding the membership card
banned organizations.
6) The press cannot puib1 without government authz:ation anything to do with
>anned organization.
7) The chiefs, who since
!3 have been nothing more
m Government tax collecs, are now to be regarded
political representatives of
! people and will be given
re powers-a deliberate atopt by Whitehead to use ciservants who he can conI and manipulate for his
n designs.
rhe foregoing facts show
at choice is left to the
)ple of Zimbabwe: none but
refuse to accept the ban of
.PU and to establish a Govlment in exile. Since the
mation of our Union last
1r we have unequivocally
~lared out unqualified oppoion to the racialist regime
Our
Southern Rhodesia.
nstitution enshrines as one
its fundamental objectives
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(Editor's Note: "J'he follow-.
ing is from "The Lyre Tree,"
the newspaper of the college;
Vol. 8, No. 1, September 28,

to strive for a Southern R'hodesia based on a democratically elected parliament irrespective of colour, race or
creed. VVe therefore condemn
the fascist Government of
Whitehead and the ban on
ZAPU, a violation of the legitimate right of all politkal
parties to function without
Government interference.
We declare our unanimous
support for the formation of
a Zimbabwe Government- inexile, and call upon the · British Government which is vested with final constitutional au·
thority in respect of Southern
Rhodesia ·to abrogate the present Gonstiution and to call
another Conference to work
out a new Constitution that
will be acceptable to all on
the basis of universa adult
suffrage and · National Independence.
VVe also call upon all student Unions to ex·p ress solidarity with the students of
Zimbahwe in their struggle to
regain their inalienable rig·hts
and achieve freedom and independence for their country.
To th-is end we appeal to you
all to prote-st to the following:

19l8.}
The Freshman rules for this

An~~nd~le Road
(Continued from Page 1)
the county-.. for benefit of the
people of Red Hook. Bard,
therefore, ·has to get the approval of both Red Hook. ~nd
Dutchess County authonhes.
These groups, in · turn, have to FOR ALL RESERVATIONS
a-pp1y to Albany for state approval of the project before
CALL
any further moves can be
Once final approval
made.
has been given, a . contract,
designating the amount and
nature of the work, must be
TRAVEL SERVICE
drawn up.
The company with whom the 3 Mill st.
Rhinebeck
contract is made is the Central
Phone TR 6-3966
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.,
which will install and maintain the lights for the time
contracted, probably ten years.
Bard cannot contract directly
with Central Hudson, but
must again deal through Red (.
Hook and Dutchess County.
H
Once these authorities have sanctioned ·p roject and contract, work can begin.
Red Hook
As of last Thursday, the
Business Office was informed
Phone PL 8-2791
that town and county officials
had approved the installation.
All that is left now is for
Central Hudson to begin work, PAINTS - LIGHT BULBS
and that will be in the very
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
The lighting,
near future.
main
the
from
which will go
TOOLS
entrance to the triangle and 1
out to 9G will cost the school 1
BATTERIES
about $1000 a year. Powerful !
FLASHLIGHTS
lights will be installed at stra-~·,

year are as follows:
1. No Freshman shall wear
a hat on campus, or within a
six mile radius of the campus,
but shall wear . the regulation
cap at all times. While ac·
tively engaged in athleti<!'S
Freshmen shall be exempt
from this rule. A tug-of-war
held in the spring between
the Freshmen and SDphomore
classes shall be the deciding
factor as to whether or not
the Freshman cap shall be
worn for the remainder of the
year.
2. Freshmen shall at all
times show proper respect for
upperclassmen, and shall give
precedenee to upp_¢rclassmen
and Sophomores in passing to
and from buildings, exeept
.
Chapel.
3. Freshmen must speak to
all whom they meet on the
campus.
4. Freshmen may not smoke
on campus nor carry canes.
Mr. R. Butler,
5. Freshmen may not carry
British Minister for
their gowns on campus.
Central Africa,
we a r
. 6. Freshmen must
Central Africa Office.
j black ties on weekdays.
Whitehall.
carry ful,
must
. 7. Freshmen
London
powerwith less
points,
tegic but
;
be- ~====~~~==:~~
lights
adequate,
matches at all times for the tween.
Sir Edgar Whitehead,
use of upperclassmen and SoThe Prime Minister of
The darkness which one enphomores.
Southern Rhodesia,
going down the road
counters
must answer has a peculiar
Prime Minister's Office.
1 8. Freshmen
intensity all its
it
as
soon
as
the telephone
Salisbury,
o·wn. H left undisturbed, it
rings and notify at once the
S. Rhodesia
settles down heavily and de. fies the human eye to discern
Messages of solidarity should person called.
Groping into An- ,
9. Freshmen may not s1t anything.
be sent to the Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia) Students' Un- under the Lyre Tree without nandale at night is based on 1
CHOICE MEATS
ion of the United Kingdom and the pennission of an upper· a little St. Christopher and a I
lot of instinct. As it stands I
Ireland, 4, Inverness Terrace, classman.
10. Freshmen must know all now, the three means of re- I' SELF SERVICE GROCERIES
London, W. 2., England.
of the ·songs and cheers of thl lief are the group of houses
College by the third Sunda:y about half-way down the road,
FROZEN FOODS
headlights of approaching cars, I
arrival.
SATURDAY 'TILL 1 P.M. after their
,EN 8 A.M. • 5 P.M.
moon.
full
a
and
11. Freshmen must be ready
. FRESH PRODUCE
The effectiveness of the
at all times to assist in activi· houses is realized only as long
ties undertaken by the college
as you are standing in front
Red Hook
E. Market St.
as a whole. This applies pa·r of them. Headlights are temticularly to work upon the pub
With plywood and an Easi-Bild Pattern, a Handyman
agility of
athletic porary, and require to
for
and
lications
Phone PL 8-2381
insure
driver and walker
Plan, or a Plywood Plan even an amateur can make
teams.
that you are not standing in
anything from a demountable music wall to a shelf
12. At all athletic contestE front 'of them. The moon would
Freshmen are required to sh be ideal, if negotiati?ns could
door wardrobe in a short time . . . for a little price.
as a unit. In past years thi:. be arrange to have 1t out on
>R COMPLETE SUPPLIES FROM CINDER BLOCKS TO body has been noted for its a full-time basis.
cheering. Help and encourage
Therein rests the problem
.YWOOD, VISIT ••
our teams by do'ing so.
of the darkness, imposing a
13. Witlh in thirty days after strain upol' those who drive as THE
the close of the first semester well as those who walk. Yet
the Freshman class shall, with this in itself col!ld be tolera~- i
all the ritual and solemnity ed, and even enJoyed, were 1t
PHONE PL 8-2222 due the occasion, SECRETLY not for a more serious and
:D HOOK, N. Y.
bury an algebra, with a cer- frightening problem that has I
ta:in amount of wine, auto- arisen within the last few\ NOW IN OUR SHOWROOM.
graphed by every member of years. There have been in- !
the class. To be legal, every stances when Bard students 1
Freshman must be present a, who were travelling alone or i
FOR. Tt1E
the grave during the burial. in a small group were at-1
At the end of four years, the tacked by non-college people.
NC.
HEVROLET,
OYCE
of lights
and The
installation
exhumed
is
algebra
burned on a funeral pyre dur- would alleviate, or hopefully,
Broadway
South
118
ing the Class Day exercises. totally prevent such occurToasts are drunk to the col- rences. Walking to Annandale
Red Hook, N. Ylege and to the outgoing and should be as safe for one as
!
for many.
incoming Senior Class.
14. Freshman rules are to
MOS'T
be enforced by the Student
R£ASONA.8L.'E
or by a committee ap· l
Council
PR1CES
_
pointed by the council for the
be
may
Rules
- distributors
purpose.
IT 'S
changed or abrogated at any e
time by the council.
• Water Conditioning Equipment and
Gospel Night was a huge I
e Swimming Pool Supplies
1
success. Entertainment Committee should be congratulated for bringing God back to 1
Quick Servic~ Laundry - Shirt Service
: Bard.
ODORLESS DRY CLEANING

J. STQCKENBERG
a r d w a r e -'

•

I
I

A U C Q C K, S
FOOD MARKET

I

I

BUILDING SOMETHING?

I

See the

NEW
1963
I CHEVROLET

;cheffler Lumber Company

•

I

B

MYERS PUMPS

Richmond Laund ry

9

I

KENNEDY PUMP & SUPPLY, Inc.

~E

a.

C

PL 8-9511

Red Hook

CAMPUS LAUNDROMAT NOW AT YOUR
SERVICE IN THE NEW DORM.
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j

I

Poughkeepsie
Violet Ave. - 9G

Too much freedom is :. had
thing. too.

GL 2-7240
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BCMC Holds Rallies
of broken Panhard Rods and
by Dave Jacobowitz
South Barraeks, N. Y., 3 Manorton, N. Y.
These results were a little
Nov. '62: Tonight nine competitOI,·s wheeled out of the late in coming since the Rally
South Barracks parking lot Committee took upon itself to
after a "LeMans start" to arrange a small reception in
David !Moulton's Halloween Sottery Hall for 1c~ilyists, most
Horror Rally. The "LeMans of whom were very late in arstart" involves the driver run- riving. Ellen Kennedy agreed
ning from a designated point that chasing gravestones and
to his car, leaping behind the squirrels in the wods was a
wheel, and after, receiving fine way to celebrate All
rapid-fire instructions from his Saints' Day.
navigator, slipping out onto
The tabulations 1rom this
rally create a 3-way tie for
the route.
After a few turns around first p}a.ce in othe big Rally
campus at ten MPH, the rally- Trophy Run, amongst Ellen
ists were led -p ast Dick Bard's Kennedy, Bob Bard, and Dave
house onto some of the worst Jacobowitz.
The next two
back roads in Dutchess Coun- events w~~l decide the winner
ty. At one point some said of !'his coveted award. Be
they were not sure they were sure to watch this column for
not driving across somebody's the latest developments!
front lawn. The dire~tions in- Lime Rock, Conn., 20 Oct. '62:
dicated travel over mountains Today upon the sun-drenched
through passes, down shee~ hills of Lime Rock, amid the
cliffs, and across streams. The trees dripping with sunlight
tricky Rally Committee put ~arry Bird, at last triumphani
this last instruction in · to lure m a Bard College Motor Club
the contestants to the last rally, sat smiling. Tiie smile
checkpoint in Middle-of-No,.. was not one of conquest nor
where, New York. Here each one of the thrill of ~erely
car was presented with the driving quickly and well - it
final leg of the rally. On their was the enlightened counteDway back, they were required · ~nee of O:fie who has experto gather information from Ienced a literary and spiritual
some of the more scenic grave- transport. Harry had truly been
yards in the area.
moved by poetry.
Although almost completely
It was the promise of thiS
lost, the heart)' navigators, un- experience that lUred Harry
daunted, shot the stars asked and six other drivers to the
directions, consulted 'm a p s South Barracks parking lot this
(New England), and cursed jo- morning. The Rally Committee
vially) at Mr. Moulton. The greeted them with instructions
o.bject was to get the informa- composed in rough, unsteady
t10n and reiurn to Bard in the rhymed couplets. Says Sage
shof!test distance. This was . WaLcott, veteran Healy driver,
done by Ken Lynch and Steve "The poetry was paradoxical
Dane in a lithe Fiat-Abarth. and ambiguous and we all got.
Since Ken knew the area he lost."
_
was able to do the job in 35
The Rally Committee pointmiles.
ed out that Shakespeare too
The final score was a com- ~as ambiguous at times.' "Be:
putation of the two le·gs' pen- ~Ides that," add~d ,a mem~er,
alties. Thus the team of Bo-1...\..Y £Shakespeare didn t provide
uu
ree lunches "
Bard and Phyllis Anthony won
Second pl~ce was taken by
the rally in Bobby's MG TD. Bobby Bard and "Shoily" Crane
Second .was Dave Jacobowitz in B{)b's MG TD. Third place
and a,~hl:flg. Ellen Kenn~dy in went to David Moulton and his
the
M~ssi!e
f:om Milano." poetic navigator, Joan Hand, in
Harry BI!d s cn~pled Jaguar Dave's much-campaigned Morsedan fimshed third, in spite gan.
1

R·E D H 0 0 K RED HOOK
Men's Shop
Dept. Store
Red Hook, N. Y.
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"IVY LEAGUE" FASHIONS

LADIES

IN CLOTHING AND

SPORTSWEAR

FOOTWEAR

Deck Pants

Van Heusen
Lee Slim

NOVEMBER ~ {9

BARD OBSERVER

Slack.~

Levi . Denims

Muu-Muu -

Jamaicas

Art Club to Have

Sculptor, Films

In the worst weather ima- burden.
The Art Club has arranged ginable and on the worst field
Charlie brought on~: _l
with Sculptor Frank Ehscu tu imaginable, the Bard soecer moment on •himself · iii 1
come to Bard some time next team ·pounded out a 3-0 victory third quarter. When ~--~v
week. Mr. Elis~u will 11lvr over a Rockland County Com- battling with an opposhig :f
a lecture with demonstrati~ns. munity College to close its ward for the ball, he e!io~.
In future weeks the club season with a flourish.
crack the opponent a ~}1!
will show some films, among
Arriving in Suffern eaTly before he had gotten fll!l ~
them
"Fountains
of
Carl Saturday afternoon, November session of the ball. It Jlim
Milles." With all its activities, 3, Coach Charles Patrick's out of his hands, , and li.P.
the Art Club is still runnino- men found before them a tiny grabbed it away from .. rinl]·_
well within its bud-get. Presi~ wasteland carv ed out f rom the Rockland man, thus sa.flng
_.....,
dent Pinkwater sili-d recently backwater marshes of the up- goal but giving the ho·m
'- ·e· -te·-=
"Tbey all gave me ten t.:~nnts.'
per Delaware, wh"Ic h the h osts a direct kick from very·" :cl<J
"The Art Club has .nore bad blessed with the name of
A l
R kl
regular activities than any oth- "soccer field."
s a ways,
-and the
. muf:Jl
it; the
Bardiansoc took
~r club. We _have life d>:awThe rain had begun some a-gain and drove for m1
m-g elasses tw1~e a we ~k. and hours before, and considerable scored. On one .p lay ~-:La
lectures, a.nd films, and · - - puddles were already clamor- playing halfback, ioo-k the t
But .we still need models, and Iing to envelop the shivering through three opponents· ~
the JOb pays well."
limbs of Bard's finest. But two puddles to set up a:! be
the field itself was most plain- tiful . play · that barely mis:
ly a poor one in any weather, a goal.
<.~ -;
·
.I! t l
possessing approximately thirOn two other occasions ~
(Continued from Page 1)
ty-one ·b lades of grass and four ter Barney made valian1
Iar historical problems. Back- times that many good-sized forts to score but failed. i
grounds _class is not the free stones.
Ellen, Ray Hilton, Jans S-t
flight of imagination."
Hig-h winds blew the rain in key, and Chet Gunter •
Mr. Toomey suggested that diverse d-irections as the teams pitched in but could m)i: j
students interested in the na- stumbled onto the field. Bard the ball across the line.
ture of the course m~ght look won the toss and elected to
Late in the third quar
at the prospectus given to defend the goal with the smal· Coaeh Patrick's hat was waf
the-m at the beginning of the ler p.uddle, thus permitting onto the field by a viol·
term.
Rockland to kiek off.
gust. The coaeh ran after
Sin~e Backgrounds of wes- The home team soon lost but Doug McDonald had
tern Traditions" is a required the ball without threatening ready picked it up; When ·
course for Freshmen, there seriously, and the Bardians ball eame to hirn, · De
has been considerarble concern tok over. They p1ayed with clapped on the hat · c
e~pressed over the possibility determinaton, drive, and ex- charged. He got the ball · av
o.f failing it. The test was not uberance unequalled in the in- from the enemy, but he ,
"curved" as many had hoped. itial two years of Bard soccer. foreed in so doing to ente1
Hope and cupidity, a week af- The conditions rendered al- large puddle horizontally.
ter the test, was at a low ebb. most all strategy useless, and
Coach Patrick later to1d
Mr. Toomey, who remained the deciding factors became Observer, "MY THIRTY;DC
calm and smiling throughout coura·ge and aggressiveness.
LAR HAT!"
· · ·
the crisis, emphasized that
Halfway through the first peIn the fourth quarter 'n u
"good students worry about riod Mark Cornell drove a and soggy Goalie Holian1
their grades." He pointed out, l·oose ball into the .goal from re-entered hie; pet puddl~
however, in a subsequent state- twenty yards out. Soon after face his opposition, and . !!-g
ment, that all is not as bleak Mark hammered another on~ he met with ·· no stttl1
as many students assume.
home from farther away, this threats. When the fiJ1afJ
"Students should not give time after a pass from Doug sounded, the muddy Bar'di:
up," he maintained Now that McDonald to Ray Hilton and a piled onto the bus back tif
it is clearer to them what the fine set-up by Raymond.
dressing room, cheering ·-ru
standards are, they should
Tony Olmer scored the third ly for their coach.
~·
realzie that extra effort will goal minutes later, and the
The team ended th·e s~'al
be rewarded. Many feel that teams ·changed sides. Goalie with a 2-3 mark.
The '_J
because of .poor marks in this Hollander waded into ·pQSition vious games:
-·exam all is lost. To the con- at the mouth of the goal with
0-0range County 9
trary, Bard has never had an some hesitation to face the on2--0neonta 1
automatic, ri~id, grading sys- coming Rocklanders.
0--Marist 4
tern and I hope it never will.
As it turned out, Charlie
2-Nyack Missionary 4 _.:
"Any student who makes and his fullbacks, Lane - Sara3-Rockland County 0 -' an extra effort will be in no sobn, Hatch Toffey, Mike DiNext season promises ·a :i
danger. I do not want the Pretoro, and Bobby Bard had ter-developed team; alL - ·
student to feel an overburden- little to fear besides frost- players but two will be b;
ing pressure.
They should bite. The h-osts got within next fall. The two who plaJ
now know how to study for an range several times in the sec- their last soccer games_ ~@
exam, but I ho.pe they don't ond period, but as in the first Rocklanti were Land · Sara~c
feel that this is the only pur- third, and fourth quarters: and Peter Barney. Both plJl
pose of the course. After the they seldom deigned to take exeellent games at Suffern
fundamentals are mastered his- shots. Each preferred instead if to make more obvious H
torical studies can be as stim- to pass the ball to t~e nearest much they will be · mt$
ulating and creative as other teammate and be rid of the next year. ·
- -_ •· ·
studies."

120 Pa·•l
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Slacks

J. J. & A . Colburn-, Inc:

Complete Line of Child·
ren's Wear and Domestics

l ,-

RE~ HOOK.

108 SOUTH BROADWAY

Phone PL

Harold's
Snack Bar
ANNANDALE-ON-HU DSON

Liquors

and Beer

8~101

N,,
~:: I

•

GULF SERVICE STATION
TIRES

PRIDE
PRECISION
Pride of craftsmanship
inspires every one of our
mechani~
to proceed
with precision on every
job of auto rep1ir. Their
skill makes a big difference ·. . . in your favor!

SMITH. MOTORS
Inc.

(Closed ~esday)
DAVID AND ANNA SACKS, Proprietors
Phone PL 8-1500
·P--R-o_ute
__
9,_R_ed
__H_o_o_&_,_N_._Y_._

BATTERIES

ACCESSORIES

Minor__ Repairs

GENERAL STORE
GROCERIES
CLOTHING
NORGE
VILLAGE

LUNCH COUNTER

Self Service LAU NDROMA

- Dry C..eaining-8 lbs. $1.50

Washing-25 lbs.
Dryers-50 lbs. 10¢-10¢ Min.

5~,

10 lbs. ,2
-·-~
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ltlumni, Parent s Give Record Sums !'stars and Men

Sotte ry Hall D·e dicat ed
In .S imple ~Ceremo~y

(Continued from Page 1)
In a rr~ently issued pink of $2,162.
nph!et entitle~ . "1961-1962 1 From other sources the to- he pointed to the black splotlmni Annual GIVIng and the tals read something like this. ches in the Milky Way), but
which a college like Ba.rd i•;
ring of Parents, Friends· and Bard College Parents: Unre- he came to see that the same
Sottery Hall was officially md must be. The dedicJtion
ll!stry," it is not surprising stricted, $2,346.0[); Library, dust condensed to form stars,
afternoor
Saturday
dedicated
fmd. that Dr: Kline has out- $6,716.96; Scholarship, $39.00. planets, and men.
)f Sottery Hall is a tnbut·~ to
Dr. Sha,pley showed another at a short ceremony with a :hat unique vision for which
1e; 1~ not iums~l~, at least Friends of Bard College: Unreby Charlef
rememprevious fund-raismg efforts stricted, $741.50; Scholarship, slide of the Milky Way and major address
of Math- 1r. Sottery will be
·ough the aforemention ed . $7,311.87; Library, $1,520.00. maintained that this picture Tremblay, Professor
'Jered.
introshort
a
After
matics.
re[ The Board of Trustees: Unre- had caused something of a
mnels.
Dr. Sottery was given a
Kline
l'he pamphlet contains tnree · stricted, $402.95; Library, $3,- volution in thought when it duction by Presidentstructure ~ound of a1pplause. Dr. Shafer
physical
the
about
ters, two addressed to and 500.00; · Restricted, $6,945.00. first appeared.
hen concluded with 3 bene"In this slide are one-third and the occasion of its con- ·~:liction,
:! f:rom, the desk of Dr. Kline. Foundations and Trust Funds:
after which refre>ha
Tremblay,
Mlr.
struction,
in
clusters
star
globular
the
of
Re$17.163.33;
. Benjamin S. Gershwin re- Unrestricted,
nents were served.
Sottery,
Dr.
of
friend
close
picture
the
But
galaxy.
ied an increase of three- stricted, $20,283.50; Library, our·
character of
ndred percent in funds sol- $1,000. Business and Industry: only one-thirtieth of the sky. penetrated the
and his
namesake
hall's
the
clusters
of
cluster
a
is
There
Restric$1,029.00;
ted from parents of Bard Unrestricted,
scholarship, here, and one part is the cen- integral part in Bard College.
$7,500.00;
.d ents. Mr. David E. Schwab ted,
The building now known as
ter of the cluster of clusters:
gave the figure of $23,301.11 $380.00.
Hall was part of a
Sottery
galaxy.
the
of
center
the
i.e.
the total funds collected
the faculty
m the '61-62 Alumni "Honor i "Mister Voodim vould you · We are far from this center; plan called for by
recomwhich
1961
of
June
in
peripheral."
are
we
of
piz
a
~et
i go next tor and
.
f
~!/:h
ater
Or
Dr. Shapley recounted the mended enlarging Bard's phya ew skiPS here and h lk I d 't
nll!
The Board of
on care vat dere amazing discoveries of the slcal plant.
~re, alumni contributions c ~ ·
Since the start of the term,
astronomical Trustees took immediate acnew
tge from 1894 to 1962. The domg, but say ve need a 'pe· powerful
one nice-sized little hole, just
Buildings
own
Bard's
and
tion
ago,
long
so
Not
instruments.
canulle'."
tite
sum
the
ss of '32 produced
"our galaxy" meant "our uni- and Grounds Department did large enough to engulf an Inverse"-there was only one. the entire construction job ex- dian elephant or one-quarter
Now the huge telesc(}pes cept the front door, wltich was the number of students down
Pittsburgh the road any given Friday
with
have laked far beyond our contracted
night, has been mouldering in
galaxy and beyond those near Plate Glass.
folding- front of the North Barracks.
contains
Hall
The
other
million
a
least
at
it;
(Continued from Page 1)
mudgalaxies have been sighted at seat capacity for 200 in its At the bottom, a small
modern, functional, insulated covered pi,pe was just visible
The twentiet'h century has witnessed an acceleration of present.
The public high
~ial change, not least in higher education.
As soon as these faraway ga- interior, kept warm hv hot- to the naked eye.
The reason, as rarely hapThe buildint;,
1001 grew to maturity, today graduating 80% of each age laxies began to be found, as- water heatin~.
entirely now complete with refresh- pens around here, is quite
devised
mp. Public money became the main support of those who tronomers
nt beyond the high school, first from states, and within the new ways to calcuate their im- ment facilities natural gas simple. The pipe is a testing
lines, lavatories, and protec- point for the new water line
t two de·cades increasingly from the Federal government. mense distances.
1ere onc.e private colleges predominated , now more than
In addition, the spectroscope tion screen, was ready H'2 running ·from Sands House to
1£ of all students in higher education are in public institu- can study the wave length pat- hours before freshman orien- Sottery Hall, from there to
ns; soon the proportion will reach two-thirds.
terns of the light from the tation this year through the Tewksbury, and from there to
At that
The Great Revolution of American higher education is a stars in these galaxies to de- efforts of Dick Griffiths. head to Sawkill Creek.
Iection of the larger scientific revolution and the evolution termine the speed with which of B & G, and his staff plus point, a pumping station is
being installed near the swima vast technological civilization. Science is the name of the galaxies are moving to- several facultv members.
President Kline then pre- ming pool to remedy the was revolution. Where once the clergy gave direction to the wards or away from us.
known, now the cyclotron and the laboratory provided anWith this method,. Dr. Shap- sented Mr. Tremblay, whom ter shortage.
Last Wednesday a bulldozer
ers 'heavy with life and death; and the schools serve a new ley said, astronomers uncov- Dr. Sotterv, generally modest
.ster. . Scientific research in _universities increased forty ered the astounding fact that I about public demonstartio ns <m approa·ched the hole, circled
1es smce World War II. The quality of American natural every galaxy is moving awa•· ~is behalf, wished to deliver around it once or twice, deence b~ame the peer of that in any foreign university. from us at a speed direct!'· ~J.te central speech. Dr. Con- cided to push in some dirt,
~ anwhile, the humanities la,gged, here as elsewhere in the proportionate to its distance
·tantine Theodore Sott ~rv, 1\'Ir. and finally went home to eat
rid, and the social sciences experienced astonishing but
Are we the center of thi · 'T'remblay said, h :t·> had t:1.e dinner. The hole is still there.
even progress.
movement, Dr. Shapley wa~ ~ ignificant title of Dodor besAdol ph Lampeter has re
Some fifty ye·ars ago Abraham Flexner made a famous asked. Decidedly not," he rP ~owed unon him by the ~tu
that all .interested parfrauds.
quested
were
most
that
indicaconcluded
in
He
.his
+
1dy of medical colleges.
plied. From the Andromedn ients. Perhaps
.thin a decade the ranks of medical schools were decimated. galaxy, all galaxies would . b" 'ive, he noted, of the esteem ties send letters to Gov. Rocksuch study has been made of American undergradua te col- moving directly away from the in which the student body efeller voicing disapproval of
..10lds one who simply prn- raising the drinking age in
:es, but the conclusions would be no less devestating. In any observer.
~nt, it is likely that the next years will see a vigorous
There are three possible ex ~esses the community of stucl:,r New York to 21.
~ eding of institutions unable to keep pace and provide the
he said: first. that :> 'TIIIIIIIF iflllffiiiiiii iFJf"lllllf iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii ii
ality of education demanded. Of the 2000 some institutions olanatons,
of galaxies i~
number
finite
degree.
bachelor's
the
grant
hi·g her education, about 1200
infinite un;
an
in
expanding
would
I
To Be SURE, come to us for
ost of the others are two-year Junior colleges.)
exoandine: in an infinite uni·
imate that barely a quarter are providing an educational verse;
second, that the e-alaxie~
;>erience that can be justified as "higher education."
it: third. that W"
with
along
pro·
by
pioneered
The experimentat ion in education, once
nal uni
four-dimensio
a
in
are
~ssive" schools such as Bard, is continuing. The high schools
verse.
(all
languages
and
mathematics
sciences,
the
in
:-ticularly
The first two exnl::mation<>
Jmoted by Federal funds), are advancing rapidly, and have
eady overtaken many colleges. Junior colleges are expand- are inadequate; the third, whilr
steadily, and providing terminal and technical training acceptable, creates new proh1
Graduate schools and pro- lems in terms of our u.,u<>
c~ sought in four-year colleges.
;sional schools, especially in physics and the life sciences wavs of thinking. The thircl
LUBRICATIO N
eluding psychology) are nourishing. A new and exciting theory, nevertlteless, is th" 24-HOUR TOWING
U"~fu1
all
at
..
is
that
one
onlv
comare
which
training,
of
levels
post-doctoral
V"elopment,
Phone:
TIRES
After the lecture. Dr. Sltan
' to ~ccu~y the position once held by doctoral pro·grams.
PL 8-5673 Days
from
questions
answered
l~Y
~ commg mto bemg-as yet with little formal recognition.
BATTERIES
PL 9-3681 Nights
the floor. He !!ot a fP.w cone underg·r aduate programs lag behind.
the uniBeneath the liberal arts college, the upgraded high school cerning the shape of he
con 1 -·
Above, the graduate school demands better verse, which he said
~rts pressure.
Norbert Quenzer, Prop.
ality and more students. And now, replacing the largely onlv answer with a differential Routes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N. Y.
;tigial regional aocrediting bodies, a national standard is equ::~tion.
.rrur'''"'~
.rrrt.fr~r.r
tr.(nuruuurr
,rrtlruuu,rr
,,.,.,r,urrr
The Observer sourrht ont
1erging that will test liberal arts colleges and determine
Not even the richest eollegs will be able to this equ'.ltion at tlte rece!ptio,
~ir survival.
pport from endowments or tuitions or gifts the scientfic ap- in the Presid<>nt's houc::<>. hnt
ratus, the language facilities, the faculty compensation, the exnerienc~d Jittle enlighton.
'T'ho
1ssrooms and dormitories that are called for. An inferior ment uuo11 findinf! it.
nge of quasi-colleges may linger on; but the new "accredita- n11atiort tells us nothin!! abo11+
n" of "higher" education will be national in scope and K. Mnreover, Dr. Sl,aolev to1il
the ObservP.r, if this indeter:orous in the demand for quality.
Where could Bard fit into this picture? I suspect, either minate nurnbel' is po~:itive th<>n
0
the head of the line, or somewhere in the fringe-hardl y the univerc;e ic; a closed, "sph sur:ely in between! There will be wonderful opportunities for rical" four-dimensional
"expe·rimental" college. A new dimension of international face. If K is ne'!ative. thP. uniucation beckons, responding (belatedly!) to America's new v~>rse is an ouen, "sailrlleback"
,rJd role. There is danger the national concentration on the flour-rlf~·mensional sum::~ .ce. If
Of K Pqufl1s zpro, the universe is
~hnologies may neglect the human and social fields.
Llrse, if these remain unimaginatively passive, the blame will a flat four-dimf'nsion::~l surf~~o
partly theirs; but the loss will be ours; for an education -i.e. a three-dimensional Euclidean shape, such as we see
thout culture is one without hope of fulfillment.
I believe the way ahead for liberal education is along with around the house every d::~v.
At the rece,otio11. Dr. Shane sciences and the innovations and high standards established
them. The sights must be much h~gher, the perspective ley related anP.cilotes of hie;
tiona! and international , the career in ·p rospect a larger m~>etine:s with Einstein. Al1 in
rvke demanding a fuller preparation. The Peace Corps iE all. he w::~s a most entert::~in
far cry from the "genteel intercourse" for which Veblen's ing and illuminatng John Bard
lecturer.
.tdents were preparing themselves.
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Newspa per

Fund Offers Experience

NOV IMBER J2, . 1~ ·-

Farrell Talks

One hundred and nineteen . "We consider the program a
college students received on- success again this year," satd
the-job training last summer Paul s. Swenson, executive dias newspaper reporters under rector of The Newspll!per Fund.
".The. Ne~spaper Fund's" na- i ~r. Swensson said the extlonwtde mtern program.
penmental program will be
Three Bard students par- continued in 1963.
ticipated in the program. Al"We have set an earlier
lan Kronzek worked for Jack cutoff date for a·pplication
Blum's newspaiper in Pough- (January 15, 1963) to give edikeepsie, Richard Cohen did tors and youn'g men more time
work for a Jersey City paper, to make summer job arand Marc Erdrich also had a rangements," he said.
newspaper job. All enjoyed
Application forms are availthe experience very much.
I able in the Dean's office.
.
.
..
.
.
.

•

lh Libr~ry

(Continued from Page 1)
r rules for selection of detail of coffee· in his hand, .J~
He .perfected hs remarks by .and emphasis.
Farrell looked · ·like . a · ·le}:
saying that the realistic literaHe said that in the writing chab.n as he peered thrrit
ture of the early part' t>f our of "Studs Lonigan" he con- his thick glasses and delivi
era was due to the shifting ceived of Studs' death from a number of .bons ,mots.
waves of immigrants from dif- ·t he beginning. Otherwise the the cour~e of the · ev.fQiillg,·
ferent cultures which were 1 book would have little point. roundly complimented_~he
continually arriving in this! The book was written about a dies, decried the publish
country, establishing them- person in his enviro_nment and trade as leeches, and eOres
selves, winning their place in not as a condemnation or, .for indignation at all w¥....Uve
American society and contend- that matter, a sociological other people's money. He g .
ing with those already estab- study, though Mr. Farrell be- the following definition oJ
lished.
lieves that "there is as much sociologist. "A : soclol~," s
Mr. Farrell was born in
IUUIIIIIlf iUUUUDI HIIIUIIIU IIIIIIIJIIII UUIIIIIIII IIIIIUIUI<I cago in 1904 and he says, Chi· truth in fiction as there is fie- he, "is a person who spe:
"at- ·tion in science."
$50,000 of someone else's m
tended parochiai schools on
writing, Farrell ey to find out the address
I1the South Side of Chicago." He feltConcerning
that ~ writer rea~hes his [a -brot~el.]" He
'9
I' studied
at the University of I p~ak in hiS lat.er years, wh~n affection Qf his son,spoke
i
Chicago for three years, but hiS scope has Widened. He said, student, and showed thewtio
warJ
quit because he felt stifled.· He moreover, that writers are so of an -established writef~:~ow
therefore grew up in the milieu envied and sometimes despised those who are startirfg
of Studs Lonigan and wrote by other men "because they The conversation turned
about him from his own ex- might speak beyond the grave." particular writers, and:: w
Your Dependable Dodge Dealer For perience, although Mr. Farrell His own training, Mr. Farrell Mr. Gore Vidal was mentiot
pointed out that he was already said, had not been primarily Farrell said, "I don't tbiPt c
Standard Si:zed 11iving outside the environment in English literature but in so- told Gore
Compact Si:zed
Medium Sized
Vidal to be a g1
of the novel when he started ciological fields. Among the man."
Iwriting it.
authors he has read he menThe next morning . Mr. 1
, He emphasized that Studs tioned Whitehead, Dewey, and rell read some of his
:poe
Fully
Reconditio ned
i did not live in a slum world, Bertrand Russell, as well
Dependable
as He recently started Wri'
but in a neighborhood under- Freud and William James. poems again, and in this
going rapid social and ·ethnic Some of the novelists he men- of co111plexity and . obscu
change. Studs, he said, was not tioned included Gid~, Sher- his are . refreshingly simpl*
tough, and he ·disparaged the wood Anderson, whose "Tar" can th~nk of no better wa
65 EAST MARKET
3
RHINEBEC K, N. Y.
half-baked intellectuals of the he read while workin: in a gas end this record of James
literary
variety
who thought he station, and Henry James, "even Farrell's visit than by quo
TR 6-4027
was. Studs was, rather, a poser. though the "Partisan Review" one of them.. ·
'UIIifliii!II UJIIIIIUII Ir.JIIIfiUI I:tllUr\IJlU IIIIIDIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII. He brags a
great deal, but is hadn't found him yet."
seldom in a fight. And when
Mr. Farrell ended his talk
NOSTALGIC;.;MOOD
a brothel is introduced in the by answering some of our These slight spthlg 'wbids
story, nothing takes place.
questions. Asked what forces Form a frail
(Farrell said privately later today upon which a writer And trembling bridge
in the evening that he dislikes should concentrate, he said To Yesterday.
.
.
the current preoccupation with that one can't make such a Across their precarious -str~
sex in literature and that many statement and that to start J: move
of his disputes with publihers I with sucl:l a premise "is heart· Delicate sentiments
have been caused by their try- less manufacture."
New Modern Establishrn ent
That shudder · · ·
.
ing to make him include more
There was a reception after- With the swingiB.g .J;n1dge
PROMPT, COURTEO US SERVICE
of it in his writings.)
wards for Mr. Farrell in Albee And their o~ shaking w
His choice .of detail and the Social, and there a number
ness.
selectivity in his work, Mr. o~ u~ were able to talk with Yet they move · relentless!~
Across froJD New Bank
Farrell said, came from imme- ium 1!1 more comfo~table sur- At my cQmmand
diacy and controlled effort, but roundmgs. Seated wtth a cup Back to you.
Building
he added later in reply to
questions by . Mr. Theodore
Weiss and others that details
a,~t
ent~
21 W. Market
are the result of an inner com1 , 'J 4
1
~
pulsion and that there are no
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